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Abstract
This is an expository note on height functions associated with
closed subschemes. This manuscript contains nothing new.
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1 Introduction
This is an expository note on height function associated with closed sub-
schemes with detailed proof. Height functions associated with closed sub-
schemes are introduced by Silverman in [7]. They are generalization of usual
height functions associated to Cartier divisors. Standard references for height
functions associated with Cartier divisors are [2, 3, 4].
In most literatures, the base schemes on which we define height functions
are assumed to be irreducible and reduced. In this note, we do not assume
these properties.
2 Notation
Let k be a field.
(1) A projective scheme over k is a scheme over k which has a closed
immersion to the projective space Pnk for some n P Zą0 over k.
(2) A quasi-projective scheme over k is a scheme over k which has an open
immersion to a projective scheme over k.
(3) An algebraic scheme over k is a separated scheme of finite type over k.
(4) Let X be a scheme over k and k Ă k1 be a field extension. The base
change XˆSpec k Spec k1 is denoted by Xk1. For an “object” A on X , we
sometimes use the notation Ak1 to express the base change of A to k
1
without mentioning to the definition of the base change if the meaning
is clear.
(5) For a Noetherian scheme X , the set of associated point of X is denoted
by AsspXq.
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3 Absolute Values
3.1 Absolute values
In this section, we recall basic facts on absolute values that we use to define
height function later. A good reference for absolute values is [6, Chapter 9].
Definition 3.1. Let K be a field. An absolute value on K is a map
| |v : K ÝÑ Rě0; x ÞÑ |x|v
which satisfies the following properties:
(1) |xy|v “ |x|v|y|v for all x, y P K;
(2) |x` y|v ď |x|v ` |y|v for all x, y P K;
(3) for x P K, |x|v “ 0 if and only if x “ 0.
The absolute value | |v is called non-archimedean if the following holds instead
of (2):
|x` y|v ď maxt|x|v, |y|vu for all x, y P K.
An absolute value which is not non-archimedean is called archimedean. Two
absolute values are said to be equivalent of they define the same topology on
K.
Remark 3.2. An absolute value | |v is non-archimedean if and only if |n¨1|v ď
1 for all n P Z (the 1 is the identity element of our field K).
We use the subscript v to distinguish several absolute values. We some-
times refer an absolute value as v instead of | |v for simplicity. In this note,
even if we write simply v, this does not mean the place.
Definition 3.3. Let K be a field. Let | |v be a non-trivial absolute value
on K. We say | |v is well-behaved if for any finite field extension K Ă L, we
have
rL : Ks “
ÿ
w|v
rLw : Kvs
where the sum runs over all absolute values w on L which extend v. (The
notation w|v means the restriction of w on K is v.) Here Lw and Kv are the
completion of L and K with respect to w, v respectively.
Remark 3.4. In the setting of the above definition, the inequality rL : Ks ďř
w|vrLw : Kvs is always true.
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Remark 3.5. If K is complete with respect to v, then v is well-behaved
because there is exactly one extension of v to L and L is complete with
respect to that absolute value.
Remark 3.6. Let K be a field of characteristic zero. Then every non-trivial
absolute value on K is well-behaved.
Proof. Let v be a non-trivial absolute value on K. Let L be a finite extension
ofK. Then the extensions of v to L correspond to the prime ideals of LbKKv.
Since K has characteristic zero, we have
LbKKv » Lw1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Lwr
where w1, . . . , wr are the extensions of v to L. Thus we get
rL : Ks “ dimKv LbKKv “
rÿ
i“1
rLwi : Kvs.
Lemma 3.7. Let K be a field and v a well-behaved absolute value on K.
Then for any finite extension K Ă L and any extension w of v to L, w is
also a well-behaved absolute value.
Proof. Let L1 be a finite extension L. Then we get
rL1 : Ks “
ÿ
u|v
u ab. val. on L1
rL1u : Kvs since v is well-behaved
“
ÿ
w|v
w ab. val.
on L
ÿ
u|w
u ab. val.
on L1
rL1u : LwsrLw : Kvs
ď rL1 : Ls
ÿ
w|v
w ab. val.
on L
rLw : Kvs “ rL1 : LsrL : Ks “ rL1 : Ks.
Therefore, the inequality is actually equality and we are done.
Lemma 3.8. Let K be a field and v a well-behaved absolute value on K. Let
K Ă L be a finite extension. Then for any α P L, we haveź
w|v,
w ab. val. on L
|α|rLw :Kvsw “ |NL{Kpαq|v.
Here NL{K is the norm associated to the field extension.
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Proof. We have
NL{Kpαq “ detKpL αÝÑ Lq “ detKvpLbKKv αb1ÝÝÑ LbKKvq
where detK (resp. detKv) stand for determinant asK (resp. Kv) linear maps.
Since v is well-behaved, we have
LbKKv »
ź
w|v
Lw.
Thus we get
NL{Kpαq “
ź
w|v
detKvpLw αÝÑ Lwq “
ź
w|v
NLw{Kvpαq.
This shows
|NL{Kpαq|v “
ź
w|v
|NLw{Kvpαq|v “
ź
w|v
|α|rLw:Kvsw .
3.2 Proper set of absolute values
Definition 3.9. Let K be a field and | |v be an absolute value on K. We
say | |v is proper if | |v is non-trivial, well-behaved, and if charK “ 0, then
the restriction of | |v to Q is equivalent to either trivial absolute value, p-adic
absolute value, or the usual absolute value.
Definition 3.10. Let K be a field. A non-empty set MK of absolute values
on K is said to be proper if
(1) all element of MK is proper;
(2) for all | |v, | |w P MK , if | |v ‰ | |w, then | |v and | |w are not equivalent;
(3) for all x P Kzt0u, 7 tv PMK | |x|v ‰ 1u ă 8.
Remark 3.11. A proper set of absolute value MK contains only finitely
many archimedean absolute values. This is because the property (3) and
archimedean absolute values restrict to the usual absolute value on Q. We
denote the set of archimedean absolute values in MK by M
8
K . The set of
non-archimedean absolute values is denoted by MfinK .
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Remark 3.12. Since finite fields do not have non-trivial absolute values, K
is infinite if it admits a proper set of absolute values.
Definition 3.13. Let K be a field andMK be a proper set of absolute values
on K. For a field extension K Ă L, we set
MKpLq “MpLq “
"
| |w
ˇˇˇˇ
| |w is an absolute value on L
whose restriction to K is an element of MK
*
.
Strictly speaking, this set depends on MK and the embedding K Ñ L. But
we usually fix K, MK , and an algebraic closure K of K and work inside K,
so there would not be any confusion.
Lemma 3.14. Let K be a field and MK be a proper set of absolute values on
K. Let K Ă L be a finite extension. Then MpLq is a proper set of absolute
values on L.
Proof. The only non-trivial thing is property (3) in Definition 3.10. Let
α P Lzt0u. We will show that 7tw P MpLq | |α|w ‰ 1u ă 8. Let fpXq “
Xn ` an´1Xn´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` a0 be the minimal monic polynomial of α over K.
Since MK is proper, there is a finite set S ĂMK containing M8K such that
|ai|v “ 1 or 0 for i “ 0, . . . , n´ 1
|NL{Kpαq|v “ 1
for all v P MKzS. For any v P MKzS, let w P MpLq be such that w|v.
Then α (as an element of Lw) is integral over Ov “ tx P Kv | |x|v ď 1u.
Thus |NLw{Kvpαq|v ď 1. By the proof of Lemma 3.8 and |NL{Kpαq|v “ 1,
we get |NLw{Kvpαq|v “ 1 for all w P MpLq such that w|v. Thus |α|w “
|NLw{Kvpαq|1{rLw:Kvsv “ 1 for all w PMpLq such that w|K PMKzS.
4 Local heights
In this section, we define local height functions associated to closed sub-
schemes. We will do this in several steps.
4.1 Presentation of closed subschemes
In this section, we work over an infinite field k.
Lemma 4.1. Let U Ă ANk be a non-empty Zariski open subset. Then Upkq ‰
H.
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Proof. (sketch).
We may assume U “ Dpfqp“ ANk zpf “ 0qq, where f P krx1, . . . , xN s is a
non zero polynomial. It is enough to show that for any non zero polynomial
f P krx1, . . . , xN s, there is a point a P kN such that fpaq ‰ 0. This can be
shown by induction on N . For N “ 1 case and proceeding induction, we
need the assumption that k is infinite.
For an effective Cartier divisor D on X , let OXpDq “ HomOX pID,OXq
where ID is the ideal sheaf of D. The global section of OXpDq corresponding
the inclusion ID Ñ OX is denoted by sD.
Lemma 4.2. Let X be a quasi-projective scheme over k.
(1) For any effective Cartier divisor D on X, there are globally generated
invertible OX-modules L,M such that OXpDq » LbM´1.
(2) Let L be a globally generated invertible OX-module on X and x1, . . . xn P
X be scheme points. Then there are generating global sections s0, . . . , sn
of L such that non of them vanish at any of xi.
(3) Let Y Ă X be a closed subscheme such that Y X AsspXq “ H. Let
x1, . . . xn P XzY be scheme points. Then there are effective Cartier
divisors D1, . . . , Dr on X such that
Y “ D1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ XDr as closed subschemes of X ;
x1, . . . , xn R Di for i “ 1, . . . , r.
Proof. (1) Since X is quasi-projective, there is an ample invertible OX -
module OXp1q. We will write OXpmq “ OXp1qbm. For large enough m ą 0,
OXpmq and OXpDqbOXpmq are globally generated, and we are done.
(2) Take a morphism to a projective space ϕ : X ÝÑ PNk defined by
a generating global sections of L. Replace X , L, and x1, . . . xn with P
N
k ,
Op1q, and ϕpx1q, . . . , ϕpxnq, we may assume X “ PNk and L “ Op1q. Non
vanishing at x1, . . . , xn is a Zariski open condition on H
0pOp1qq “ kN`1: let
U Ă H0pOp1qq be the open set. Generating Op1q is a Zariski open condition
for N ` 1-tuples of elements of H0pOp1qq: let V Ă H0pOp1qqN`1 be the open
set. Then by Lemma 4.1, UN`1 X V ‰ H and we are done.
(3) It follows from the following claim.
Claim 4.3. Let X be a projective scheme and Y Ă X a closed subscheme.
Let x1, . . . , xn P XzY be scheme points. Then there are locally principal
closed subschemes D1, . . . , Dr of X such that Y “ D1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ XDr as schemes
and xi R Dj for all i, j.
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Proof. Let I be the ideal of Y Ă X . By replacing some specialization
points, we may assume xi are closed points of X . Let mxi be the ideal of the
closed points xi. Let OXp1q be an ample OX -module.
Let us consider the following exact sequence:
0 ÝÑ mx1 ¨ ¨ ¨mxn ÝÑ OX ÝÑ
nà
i“1
kpxiq ÝÑ 0.
Since Y X tx1, . . . , xnu “ H, we can tensor I preserving exactness:
0 ÝÑ mx1 ¨ ¨ ¨mxn b I ÝÑ I ÝÑ
nà
i“1
kpxiq ÝÑ 0.
Let us takem ą 0 so that IbOXpmq is globally generated andH1pX,mx1 ¨ ¨ ¨mxnb
I bOXpmqq “ 0. Then we get a surjection:
H0pX, I bOXpmqq ÝÑ
nà
i“1
kpxiq.
Take k-bases of kpxiq and fix a k-vector isomorphism
Àn
i“1 kpxiq » kd.
Write the surjective k-linear map defined by the above map π : H0pX, I b
OXpmqq ÝÑ kd. Sincek is infinite, by Lemma 4.1, there is a k-basis e1, . . . , ed
of kd whose all coordinates are not zero. Let s1, . . . , sd P H0pX, I bOXpmqq
be lifts of ei: πpsiq “ ei. Extend this to generating sections s1, . . . , sd, s1d`1, . . . , s1r.
Since e1, . . . , ed is a k-basis of k
d, there are aij P k such that all coordinates
of
πps1i `
dÿ
j“1
aijsjq i “ d` 1, . . . , r
are not zero. Set si “ s1i`
řd
j“1 aijsj for i “ d`1, . . . , r. These s1, . . . , sr as el-
ements ofH0pX,OXpmqq define locally principal closed subschemes D1, . . . , Dr
of X . By the construction, Y “ D1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ XDr and xi R Dj. 
Definition 4.4 (Presentations of closed subschemes). LetX be a quasi-
projective scheme over k.
(1) Let L be an invertible OX -module. A global section s P H0pX,Lq is
called a regular global section if the homomorphism OX ÝÑ L defined
by s is injective. Note that this is equivalent to say that s does not
vanish at any of associated points of X .
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(2) Let D be an effective Cartier divisor on X . A presentation of D is
D “ psD;L, s0, . . . , sn;M, t0, . . . , tm;ψq
where L, M are globally generated invertible OX -modules, ψ : L b
M´1 Ñ OXpDq is an isomorphism, and s0, . . . , sn P H0pX,Lq and
t0, . . . , tm P H0pX,Mq are regular global sections which generate L
and M. We usually omit ψ and write
D “ psD;L, s0, . . . , sn;M, t0, . . . , tmq
for simplicity.
(3) Let Y Ă X be a closed subscheme such that Y X AsspXq “ H. A
presentation of Y is
Y “ pY ;D1, . . . ,Drq
where Di are presentations of effective Cartier divisors Di on X such
that Y “ D1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ ,XDr as closed subschemes.
Remark 4.5. By Lemma 4.2, those presentations are always exist.
Definition 4.6. Let X be a quasi-projective scheme over k. Let D,E be
two effective Cartier divisors on X and
D “ psD;L, s0, . . . , sn;M, t0, . . . , tm;ψq;
E “ psE;L1, s10, . . . , s1n1;M1, t10, . . . , t1m1;ψ1q
presentations of them.
(1) We define the sum of D and E as
D ` E “´
sD`E;Lb L1, tsi b s1ju 0 ď i ď n
0 ď j ď n1
;MbM1, tti b t1ju 0 ď i ď m
0 ď j ď m1
;ψ b ψ1
¯
.
Note that this is a presentation of D ` E.
(2) Let f : X 1 ÝÑ X be a morphism over k where X 1 is a quasi-projective
scheme. We say f˚D is well-defined if fpAsspX 1qq X D “ H and
s0, . . . , sn, t0, . . . , tm do not vanish at any points of fpAsspX 1qq. In
this case, the scheme theoretic inverse image f´1pDq is an effective
Cartier divisor on X 1, which is denoted by f˚D, and we define
f˚D “ psf˚D; f˚L, f˚s0, . . . , f˚sn; f˚M, f˚t0, . . . , f˚tm; f˚ψq.
This is a presentation of f˚D.
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Definition 4.7. Let X be a quasi-projective scheme over k. Let Y,W Ă X
be closed subschemes such that Y XAsspXq “ W XAsspXq “ H. Let IY , IW
be the ideals of Y,W . The closed subschemes defined by IY `IW and IY IW
are denoted by Y XW and Y `W respectively. Note that pY XW qXAsspXq “
H and pY `W q X AsspXq “ H.
Let
Y “ pY ;D1, . . . ,Drq;
W “ pW ; E1, . . . , Esq
be presentations of Y,W .
(1) We define
Y XW “ pY XW ;D1, . . . ,Dr, E1, . . . , Esq.
This is a presentation of Y XW .
(2) We define
Y `W “ pY `W ; tDi ` Eju1ďiďr,1ďjďsq.
This is a presentation of Y `W .
(3) Let f : X 1 ÝÑ X be a morphism over k where X 1 is a quasi-projective
scheme. Suppose f˚Di are well-defined for all i “ 1, . . . , r. (In this
case, we say f˚Y is well-defined.) Then f´1pY q X AsspX 1q “ H. We
define
f˚Y “ pf´1pY q; f˚D1, . . . , f˚Drq.
This is a presentation of f´1pY q.
Remark 4.8. Let f : X 1 ÝÑ X be a morphism over k between quasi-
projective schemes over k. Let Y Ă X be a closed subscheme such that
Y X pAsspXq Y fpAsspX 1qqq “ H. Then by Lemma 4.2, there is a presenta-
tion Y of Y such that f˚Y is well-defined.
Lemma 4.9. Let k Ă k1 be a field extension. Let X be a quasi-projective
scheme over k and Y Ă X be a closed subscheme such that Y XAsspXq “ H.
Let Y “ pY ;D1, . . . ,Drq be a presentation of Y where
Di “ psDi ;Lpiq, spiq0 , . . . spiqni ;Mpiq, tpiq0 , . . . , tpiqmiq.
Then the base change Yk1 Ă Xk1 also satisfies Yk1 X AsspXk1q “ H and
Yk1 :“ pYk1; pD1qk1, . . . pDrqk1q
is a presentation of Yk1 where
pDiqk1 “ pspDiqk1 ;Lpiqk1 , pspiq0 qk1, . . . pspiqni qk1;Mpiqk1 , ptpiq0 qk1, . . . , ptpiqmiqk1q.
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Proof. Since Xk1 ÝÑ X is flat, AsspX 1q is mapped to AsspXq. The rest is
obvious.
Construction 4.10 (Meromorphic functions associated to presentations).
Let X be an algebraic scheme and L be an invertible OX -module. For
a regular section s P H0pX,Lq, we define a section s´1 P H0pU,L´1q where
U “ Xz divpsq as follows. Since
s : OU ÝÑ L|U
is an isomorphism, the homomorphism
s_ : L´1 :“ HomOX pL,OXq ÝÑ HomOX pOX ,OXq
is also an isomorphism on U . We define s´1 “ ps_q´1pidOU q P H0pU,L´1q.
Note that U is dense open in X since s is a regular section.
Let X be a quasi-projective scheme over k and D be an effective Cartier
divisor on X . Take a presentation of D:
D “ psD;L, s0, . . . , sn;M, t0, . . . , tm;ψq.
Then we have the following isomorphism:
Ψ: LbM´1 bOXpDq´1 ψbidÝÝÝÑ OXpDq bOXpDq´1 » OX
where the last isomorphism is the canonical isomorphism. We write
si
sDtj
:“ Ψpsi b t´1j b s´1D q P H0pU,OXq
where U “ XzpD Y divptjqq is a dense open of X . Let V “ SpecA Ă U
be an open subset on which L and M are trivial. Fix isomorphisms L|V »
OV and M|V » OV . By these isomorphisms and ψ, we get isomorphisms
OXpDq|V » L|V bM|´1V » OV . Let f, g, fD P A be elements corresponding
to si|V , tj|V , sD|V via these isomorphisms. Then t´1j |V and s´1D |V correspond
to g´1 and f´1D and
si
sDtj
ˇˇˇˇ
V
corresponds to
f
fDg
.
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4.2 Bounded subsets
In this section, we fix a field K and a proper set of absolute values MK
on K. We fix an algebraic closure K Ă K. Let M “ MpKq “ tv |
v is an absolute value on K such that v|K PMKu.
For absolute value v on any field, let ǫpvq “ 1 if v is archimedean and
ǫpvq “ 0 if v is non-archimedean.
Definition 4.11. Let K Ă L Ă K be an intermediate field such that rL :
Ks ă 8. Let X be an algebraic scheme over L.
(1) Let U Ă X be an open affine subset. Let v P MpKq. A subset B Ă
UpKq is said to be bounded with respect to U and v if
sup
xPB
t|fpxq|vu ă 8 for all f P OpUq.
(2) Let U Ă X be an open affine subset. AnMK-bounded family of subsets
of U is a family B “ pBvqvPMpKq such that
(a) for each v PMpKq, Bv Ă UpKq is a bounded subset with respect
to U and v;
(b) for any f P OpUq and for any v0 PMK ,
Cv0,Bpfq :“ sup
v P MpKq
v|v0
sup
xPBv
t|fpxq|vu ă 8
and Cv0,Bpfq ď 1 for all but finitely many v0 PMK .
Remark 4.12. Let V Ă U Ă X are open affine subsets of X . Let v P M .
Then a bounded subset with respect to V and v is a bounded subset with
respect to U and v. Also, an MK-bounded family of subsets of V is an
MK-bounded family of subsets of U .
Remark 4.13. Let U Ă X be an open subset. Finite unions ofMK-bounded
family of subsets of U are also MK-bounded family of subsets of U .
Lemma 4.14. Let K Ă L Ă K be an intermediate field such that rL : Ks ă
8. Let X be an algebraic scheme over L. Let U Ă X be an affine open subset
and B “ pBvqvPMpKq be an MK-bounded family of subsets of U .
Let tUiuri“1 be an open cover of U where Ui are principal open subsets of U .
Then for each i, there is an MK-bounded family of subsets B
i “ pBivqvPMpKq
of Ui such that
rď
i“1
Biv “ Bv for every v PMpKq.
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Proof. Let U “ SpecA and Ui “ SpecAfi where fi P A. Since
Ťr
i“1 Ui “ U ,
there are ai, . . . , ar P A such that
a1f1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` arfr “ 1.
Take any v PMpKq and x P Bv. Let v0 “ v|K PMK . Then
1 “ |a1f1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` arfr|v ď rǫpv0q max
1ďiďr
tCv0,Bpaiqu max
1ďiďr
t|fipxq|vu.
Thus we have
1
max1ďiďrt|fipxq|vu ď r
ǫpv0q max
1ďiďr
tCv0,Bpaiqu.
Now, let Biv “ tx P Bv | |fipxq|v “ max1ďjďrt|fjpxq|vuu. Obviously, we
have
Ťr
i“1B
i
v “ Bv. For every x, one of the fipxq is not zero, and hence
Biv Ă UipKq. Let ϕ P OpUiq. Then we can write ϕ “ α{fni for some α P A
and n ě 0. Take any v PMpKq and let v0 “ v|K P MK . Then for x P Biv we
have
|ϕpxq|v “ |αpxq|v|fipxq|nv
“ |αpxq|v
max1ďjďrt|fjpxq|vun
ď rǫpv0qn max
1ďiďr
tCv0,BpaiqunCv0,Bpαq.
Thus Biv is bounded with respect to Ui and v. Moreover
sup
v|v0
sup
xPBiv
t|ϕpxq|vu ď rǫpv0qn max
1ďiďr
tCv0,BpaiqunCv0,Bpαq
and the right hand side is ď 1 for all but finitely many v0. This proves
pBivqvPMpKq is an MK-bounded family of subsets of Ui.
Proposition 4.15. Let K Ă L Ă K be an intermediate field such that
rL : Ks ă 8. Let X be a projective scheme over L. Let tUiuri“1 be an open
affine cover of X. Then there are MK-bounded family of subsets pBivqvPMpKq
of Ui such that
rď
i“1
Biv “ XpKq for every v PMpKq.
Proof. By Lemma 4.14, it is enough to show the proposition for one specific
open affine cover tUiuri“1 of X .
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Fix an embedding ι : X ÝÑ PNL “ ProjLrx0, . . . , xN s. Set Ui “ ι´1pD`pxiqq
and ϕij “ ι˚pxj{xiq P OpUiq. Let
Biv “ tx P UipKq | |ϕijpxq|v ď 1 for all j “ 0, . . . , Nu.
Since ϕij , j “ 0, . . . , N generate OpUiq as an L-algebra, Biv is bounded with
respect to Ui and v. Take any f P OpUiq. Then there is a polynomial P in
N ` 1-variables with coefficient in L such that f “ P pϕi0, . . . , ϕiNq. Then
for any v0 PMK , we have
sup
v|v0
v P M
sup
xPBiv
t|fpxq|vu ď sup
v|v0
tT ǫpv0q max
a coeff. of P
t|a|vuu
ď T ǫpv0q sup
w P MpLq
w|v0
tmaxt|a|w | a coeff. of P uu
where T is the number of terms in P . The right hand side is ď 1 for all but
finitely many v0. Therefore pBivqvPM is an MK-bounded family of subsets of
Ui.
Finally we prove
ŤN
i“0B
i
v “ XpKq. Fix v P M . Let x P XpKq. Write
ιpxq “ pa0 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : aN q. For i such that |ai|v “ max0ďjďNt|aj |vu, we have
|ϕijpxq|v “ |aj|v|ai|v ď 1 for j “ 0, . . . , N .
Thus x P Biv and this proves
ŤN
i“0B
i
v “ XpKq.
4.3 Local height associated to presentations of closed
subschemes
In this section we fix an infinite field K equipped with a proper set of absolute
values MK . We fix an algebraic closure K of K and let
M “MpKq “
#
| |v
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ | |v is an absolute value on K such thatthe restriction | |v|K on K is an element of MK
+
.
Let K Ă F Ă L Ă K be intermediate fields such that rL : Ks ă 8. (The
field F is going to be the field over which our ambient scheme X is defined
and L is going to be the one over which the closed subschemes, to which we
will associate height functions, are defined.)
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Remark 4.16. For any F -scheme X , there is a canonical injection XpLq ÝÑ
XpKq induced by the inclusion L Ă K. By this manner, we identify XpLq
as a subset of XpKq.
We fix a quasi-projective scheme X over F in the rest of this
section.
Definition 4.17 (Local height associated with presentations). Let
Y Ă XL be a closed subscheme such that Y X AsspXLq “ H. Let Y “
pY ;D1, . . . ,Drq be a presentation of Y where
Di “ psDi ;Lpiq, spiq0 , . . . spiqni ;Mpiq, tpiq0 , . . . , tpiqmi ;ψpiqq.
We define the map, which is called local height function associated with
presentation Y ,
λY : pXLzY qpKq ˆMpKq ÝÑ R
as follows. For px, vq P pXLzY qpKq ˆMpKq, we set
λYpx, vq :“ mintλD1px, vq, . . . , λDrpx, vqu
where
λDipx, vq :“ log
˜
max
0ďjďni
#
min
0ďkďmi
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ s
piq
j
sDit
piq
k
pxq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
v
++¸
.
Here s
piq
j {sDitpiqk is an element of OXpXzpDiYdivptpiqk qqq defined in Construc-
tion 4.10. If x R pXzpDi Y divptpiqk qqqpKq, we set |spiqj {sDitpiqk pxq|v “ 8. We
use the conventions a ă 8 for all a P R and logp8q “ 8.
Remark 4.18. Sometime it is convenient to allow x P Y pKq. We define
λYpx, vq “ 8 if x P Y pKq.
Lemma 4.19. Let D,E be two effective Cartier divisors on XL and let D, E
be presentations of D,E. Then
λD`E “ λD ` λE : pXLzpD Y Eqq ˆMpKq ÝÑ R.
Proof. Let
D “ psD;L, s0, . . . , sn;M, t0, . . . , tm;ψq,
E “ psE ;L1, s10, . . . , s1n1;M1, t10, . . . , t1m1 ;ψ1q.
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Recall the sum D ` E is defined as
D ` E “´
sD`E;Lb L1, tsi b s1ju 0 ď i ď n
0 ď j ď n1
;MbM1, ttk b t1lu0 ď k ď m
0 ď l ď m1
;ψ b ψ1
¯
.
Note that
si b s1j
sD`Etk b t1l
“ si
sDtk
s1j
sEt
1
l
as elements of OXLpXLzpD Y E Y divptkq Y divpt1lqqq. Then for px, vq P
pXLzpD Y Eqq ˆMpKq,
λD`Epx, vq “ log
ˆ
max
i,j
min
k,l
"ˇˇˇˇ
si
sDtk
pxq s
1
j
sEt
1
l
pxq
ˇˇˇˇ
v
*˙
“ log
ˆ
max
i
min
k
"ˇˇˇˇ
si
sDtk
pxq
ˇˇˇˇ
v
*
max
j
min
l
"ˇˇˇˇ
s1j
sEt
1
l
pxq
ˇˇˇˇ
v
*˙
“ λDpx, vq ` λEpx, vq.
Lemma 4.20. Let D be an effective Cartier divisor on XL and let D be a
presentation of D. Let X 1 be a quasi-projective scheme over L and f : X 1 ÝÑ
XL a morphism over L. Suppose f
˚D is well-defined. Then
λD ˝ pf ˆ idq “ λf˚D : pX 1zf´1pDqqpKq ˆMpKq ÝÑ R.
Proof. Let
D “ psD;L, s0, . . . , sn;M, t0, . . . , tm;ψq.
For px, vq P pX 1zf´1pDqqpKq ˆMpKq, we have
λf˚Dpx, vq “ logmax
i
min
j
"ˇˇˇˇ
f˚si
sf˚Df˚tj
pxq
ˇˇˇˇ
v
*
“ logmax
i
min
j
"ˇˇˇˇ
si
sDtj
pfpxqq
ˇˇˇˇ
v
*
“ λDpfpxq, vq.
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Proposition 4.21 (Basic properties of local height functions associated with
presentations). Let Y,W Ă XL be closed subschemes such that Y XAsspXq “
W X AsspXq “ H. Let Y ,W be presentations of Y,W . Then the following
hold:
(1) λYXW “ mintλY , λWu : pXLzpY XW qqpKq ˆMpKq ÝÑ R;
(2) λY`W “ λY ` λW : pXLzpY YW qqpKq ˆMpKq ÝÑ R;
(3) Let L Ă L1 Ă K be an intermediate field such that rL1 : Ls ă 8. Then
λY “ λYL1 : pXLzY qpKq ˆMpKq // R.
pXL1zYL1qpKq ˆMpKq
(4) Let X 1 be a quasi-projective scheme over L and f : X 1 ÝÑ X a mor-
phism over L. Suppose f˚Y is well-defined. Then
λY ˝ pf ˆ idq “ λf˚Y : pX 1zf´1pY qqpKq ˆMpKq ÝÑ R.
Proof. Let Y “ pY ;D1, . . . ,Drq and W “ pW ; E1, . . . , Esq.
(1) Since Y XW “ pY XW ;D1, . . . ,Dr, E1, . . . , Esq, we have
λYXW “ min
i,j
tλDi , λEju “ mintλY , λWu.
(2) Since Y `W “ pY `W ; tDi ` Ejui,jq, by Lemma 4.19 we have
λY`W “ min
i,j
tλDi`Eju “ min
i,j
tλDi ` λEju “ λY ` λW .
(3) This is trivial from the definition.
(4) Since f˚Y “ pf´1pY q; f˚D1, . . . , f˚Drq, by Lemma 4.20 we have
λf˚Y “ mintλf˚D1, . . . , λf˚Dru
“ mintλD1 ˝ pf ˆ idq, . . . , λD1 ˝ pf ˆ idqu “ λY ˝ pf ˆ idq.
Lemma 4.22. Let Y Ă XL be a closed subscheme such that Y XAsspXq “ H.
Let Y be a presentation of Y . Let L Ă L1 Ă K be an intermediate field. Let
x P XpL1q be any point. For v, w PMpKq, if v|L1 “ w|L1, then
λYpx, vq “ λYpx, wq.
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Proof. In the notation of Definition 4.17,
s
piq
j
sDit
piq
k
pxq
is contained in L1. Thus ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ s
piq
j
sDit
piq
k
pxq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
v
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ s
piq
j
sDit
piq
k
pxq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
w
and we get λYpx, vq “ λYpx, wq.
Definition 4.23 (MK-constant). A map γ : MpKq ÝÑ Rě0 is called MK-
constant if γ factors through MK , i.e.
MpKq
restriction

γ
// Rě0
MK
Dγ
;;✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
and γpvq “ 0 for all but finitely many v P MK . We denote γ also by γ for
simplicity.
For any intermediate field K Ă L Ă K with rL : Ks ă 8, we also write
γpvq “ γpv|Kq for v P MpLq. Note that γpvq “ 0 for all but finitely many
v PMpLq.
We have concrete expressions of local heights when they are restricted on
MK-bounded families of subsets.
Lemma 4.24. Let D Ă XL be an effective Cartier divisor and D be a pre-
sentation of D. Let U Ă XL be a non-empty open affine subset such that
D|U “ divpfq for a non-zero divisor f P OpUq;
L|U » OU »M|U .
Let B “ pBvqvPMpKq be an MK-bounded family of subsets of U . Then there
exists an MK-constant γ such that
log
1
|fpxq|v ´ γpvq ď λDpx, vq ď log
1
|fpxq|v ` γpvq
for all v PMpKq and x P BvzDpKq.
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Proof. Let D “ psD;L, s0, . . . , sn;M, t0. . . . , tm;ψq. Fix isomorphisms
α : L|U „ÝÑ OU ;
β : M|U „ÝÑ OU
and set
αpsi|Uq “ gi;
βptj|Uq “ hj .
Note that gi, hj are non-zero divisors of OpUq. We also have the isomorphism
α b pβ_q´1 ˝ ψ´1 : OXpDq|U „ÝÑ LbM´1|U „ÝÑ OU .
Then α b β_ ˝ ψ´1psD|Uq “ uf for some u P OpUqˆ. Then on V “ UzpD Y
divptjqq, we have
LbM´1 bOXpDq´1|Vψbid // OXpDq bOXpDq´1|V „ // OV
si|V b t´1j |V b s´1D |V ✤ //
si
sDtj
ˇˇˇˇ
V
“ gi
ufhj
.
Since s0, . . . , sn generate L, there are a0, . . . , an P OpUq such that
a0g0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` angn “ 1. (4.1)
Therefore for any v PMpKq and x P Bv, we have
1 “ |a0pxqg0pxq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` anpxqgnpxq|v
ď pn ` 1qǫpvq max
0ďiďn
t|aipxq|vu max
0ďiďn
t|gipxq|vu
ď pn ` 1qǫpvq max
0ďiďn
tsup
v1 |v0
sup
yPBv
t|aipyq|v1uu max
0ďiďn
t|gipxq|vu where v0 “ v|K
“ pn ` 1qǫpv0q max
0ďiďn
tCv0,Bpaiqu max
0ďiďn
t|gipxq|vu.
By (4.1), max0ďiďntCv0,Bpaiqu ‰ 0 and we get
max
0ďiďn
t|gipxq|vu ě 1pn` 1qǫpv0qmax0ďiďntCv0,Bpaiqu
. (4.2)
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Similarly, we take bj P OpUq so that b0h0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` bmhm “ 1 and get
max
0ďjďm
t|hjpxq|vu ě 1pm` 1qǫpv0qmax0ďjďmtCv0,Bpbjqu
. (4.3)
For any v P MpKq and x P BvzDpKq, let us set v0 “ v|K , then by (4.2)
and (4.3),
max
0ďiďn
min
0ďjďm
ˇˇˇˇ
si
sDtj
pxq
ˇˇˇˇ
v
“ max
0ďiďn
min
0ďjďm
ˇˇˇˇ
gipxq
upxqfpxqhjpxq
ˇˇˇˇ
v$’’’’&’’’’%
ď Cv0,Bpu´1qpm` 1qǫpv0q max
0ďjďm
tCv0,Bpbjqu max
0ďiďn
tCv0,Bpgiqu
1
|fpxq|v
ě 1
Cv0,Bpuq max
0ďjďm
tCv0,Bphjqupn ` 1qǫpv0q max
0ďiďn
tCv0,Bpaiqu
1
|fpxq|v .
Since the big constant coefficients are ď 1 and ě 1 for all but finitely many
v0 PMK respectively, we are done.
On projective schemes, local height functions associated with presenta-
tions essentially depend only on the closed subschemes.
Proposition 4.25 (Independence on presentations). Suppose X is projective
over F . Let Y Ă XL be a closed subscheme such that Y XAsspXq “ H. Let
Y and Y 1 be two presentations of Y . Then there exists an MK-constant γ
such that
λYpx, vq ´ γpvq ď λY 1px, vq ď λYpx, vq ` γpvq
for all px, vq P pXLzY qpKq ˆMpKq.
Proof. Let Y “ pY ;D1, . . . ,Drq and Y 1 “ pY ; E1, . . . , Esq. Then Y2 “
pY ;D1, . . . ,Dr, E1, . . . , Esq is also a presentation of Y . By replacing Y 1 with
Y2, we may assume Y 1 “ pY ;D1, . . . ,Dr, E1, . . . , Esq. By arguing inductively
on s, we may assume Y 1 “ pY ;D1, . . . ,Dr, Eq.
By definition, we have λY ě λY 1. To end the proof, it is enough to show
that λY 1 ě λY ´ γ for some MK-constant γ.
Claim 4.26. Let U Ă XL be an open affine subset such that all invertible
OX-modules in D1, . . . ,Dr, E are isomorphic to OU . Let B “ pBvqvPMpKq be
an MK-bounded family of subsets of U . Then there exists an MK-constant
γU,B such that
λY 1px, vq ě λYpx, vq ´ γU,Bpvq
for all v PMpKq and x P BvzY pKq.
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Proof. Let D1, . . . , Dr, E be the effective Cartier divisors presented by D1,
. . . ,Dr, E . Let f1, . . . , fr, g P OpUq be non-zero divisors such that
D1|U “ divpf1q, . . . , Dr|U “ divpfrq, E|U “ divpgq.
Since D1, . . .Dr already form a presentation of Y , we can write
g “
rÿ
i“1
aifi
for some ai P OpUq. Then for any v P MpKq and x P Bv, set v0 “ v|K and
get
|gpxq|v ď rǫpv0q max
1ďiďr
tCv0,Bpaiqu max
1ďiďr
t|fipxq|vu.
Therefore, if x P BvzY pKq, we have
λY 1px, vq “ mintλD1px, vq, . . . , λDrpx, vq, λEpx, vqu
ě min
"
log
1
|f1pxq|v , . . . , log
1
|frpxq|v , log
1
|gpxq|v
*
´ γpvq
for some MK-constant γ
( Lemma 4.24)
ě min
"
log
1
|f1pxq|v , . . . , log
1
|frpxq|v , log
1
max1ďiďrt|fipxq|vu
*
´ log
´
rǫpv0q max
1ďiďr
tCv0,Bpaiqu
¯
´ γpvq
“ min
1ďiďr
"
log
1
|fipxq|v
*
´ log
´
rǫpv0q max
1ďiďr
tCv0,Bpaiqu
¯
´ γpvq
ě λYpx, vq ´ γ1pvq ´ log
´
rǫpv0q max
1ďiďr
tCv0,Bpaiqu
¯
´ γpvq
for some MK-constant γ
1
( Lemma 4.24)
and we are done.

Now, take a finite open affine cover tUiuni“1 of X consisting of open affines
as in the claim. By Proposition 4.15, there areMK-bounded family of subsets
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Bi “ pBivqvPMpKq of Ui such that
Ťn
i“1B
i
v “ XpKq for each v PMpKq. Then
for any v PMpKq and x P pXLzY qpKq, we have
λY 1px, vq ě λYpx, vq ´ max
1ďiďn
tγUi,Bipvqu.
4.4 Local height associated to closed subschemes
In this section we fix an infinite field K equipped with a proper set of absolute
values MK . We fix an algebraic closure K of K and let
M “MpKq “
#
| |v
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ | |v is an absolute value on K such thatthe restriction | |v|K on K is an element of MK
+
.
We will associate local height functions (up to MK-bounded function) to
closed subschemes of projective schemes over K.
Definition 4.27. Let U be a quasi-projective scheme over K. Two maps
λ1, λ2 : UpKq ˆMpKq ÝÑ R
are said to be equal up to MK-bounded function if there is an MK-constant
γ such that
λ1px, vq ´ γpvq ď λ2px, vq ď λ1px, vq ` γpvq
for all px, vq P UpKqˆMpKq. Note that this defines an equivalence relation.
Any function in the equivalence class of the constant map 0 is called MK-
bounded function. When λ1 and λ2 are equal up to MK-bounded function,
we write λ1 “ λ2 `OMKp1q.
When there is an MK-constant γ such that
λ1px, vq ď λ2px, vq ` γpvq
for all px, vq P UpKq ˆMpKq, we write λ1 ď λ2 `OMKp1q.
Remark 4.28. When the functions are allowed to take value 8, we use the
same notation under the convention:
• a ď 8 for all a P R;
• 8˘ a “ 8 for all a P R;
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• 8`8 “ 8
• 8´8 “ 0.
In particular,
(1) if λ1 ď λ2 `OMKp1q, then λ1px, vq “ 8 implies λ2px, vq “ 8.
(2) if λ1 “ λ2 `OMKp1q, then λ1px, vq “ 8 if and only if λ2px, vq “ 8.
Construction 4.29. Let X be a projective scheme over K. Let Y Ă X be
a closed subscheme such that Y X AsspXq “ H. Take an intermediate field
K Ă L Ă K such that
• rL : Ks ă 8;
• there is a projective scheme XL over L and a closed subscheme YL Ă
XL;
• there is an isomorphism pXLqK » X of K-schemes by which pYLqK is
isomorphic to Y :
pXLqK „ // X
pYLqK
?
OO
„ // Y
?
OO
We identify pXLqK , pYLqK with X, Y via this isomorphisms. Note that since
X ÝÑ XL is flat, we have YL X AsspXLq. Thus we can take a presentation
Y of YL and get a map
λY : pXzY qpKq ˆMpKq ÝÑ R.
Let L1, XL1, YL1 be another such a field and schemes and take a presenta-
tion Y 1 of YL1. Then there is a subfield L
2 Ă K that contains L, L1, is finite
over K, and the isomorphism pXLqK „ÝÑ X „ÝÑ pXL1qK is defined over L2.
Then we get isomorphisms of L2-schemes
pXLqL2 „ // pXL1qL2
pYLqL2
?
OO
„ // pYL1qL2
?
OO
and identify them by these isomorphisms. Then YL2 and Y
1
L2 are presenta-
tions of the same closed subscheme and therefore by Proposition 4.21(3) and
Proposition 4.25, there exists an MK-constant γ such that
λYpx, vq ´ γpvq ď λY 1px, vq ď λYpx, vq ` γpvq
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for all px, vq P pXzY qpKq ˆMpKq.
Therefore λY and λY 1 are equal up to MK-bounded function.
Definition 4.30 (Local height associated with closed subschemes).
In the notation of Construction 4.29, any map pXzY qpKq ˆMpKq ÝÑ R
which is equal to λY up to MK-bounded function is called a height function
associated with Y and denoted by λY . This is well-defined by Construc-
tion 4.29.
Remark 4.31. Note that λY is determined up to MK-bounded function by
Y .
Proposition 4.32 (Good choice of local heights). Let K Ă F Ă K be an
intermediate field such that rF : Ks ă 8. Let X be a projective scheme over
F . Let Y Ă X be a closed subscheme such that Y X AsspXq “ H. Then we
can take a local height function λY
K
associated with YK so that the following
holds. For any intermediate field F Ă L Ă K with rL : F s ă 8, λY
K
induces
a map pXLzYLqpLq ˆMpLq ÝÑ R:
pXLzYLqpLq ˆMpKq   //
idˆp q|L

pXKzYKqpKq ˆMpKq
λY
K // R
pXLzYLqpLq ˆMpLq D
55
.
Namely, λY
K
“ λY works for any presentation Y of Y .
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.22.
Let us prove basic properties of local height functions. Let us first recall
operations of closed subschemes. Let X be an algebraic scheme and Y,W Ă
X be closed subschemes and IY , IW be ideals of them. We define:
(1) Y XW Ă X is the closed subscheme defined by IY ` IW ;
(2) Y `W Ă X is the closed subscheme defined by IY IW ;
(3) Y YW Ă X is the closed subscheme defined by IY X IW .
Note that
IY IW Ă IY X IW
and thus Y YW Ă Y `W Ă X as schemes. Also, SupppY YW q “ SupppY `
W q.
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Theorem 4.33 (Basic properties of local heights). Let X be a projective
scheme over K. Let Y,W Ă X be closed subschemes such that Y XAsspXq “
W X AsspXq “ H. Fix local heights λY and λW associated with Y and W .
(1) Fix local heights λYXW associated with Y XW . Then
λYXW “ mintλY , λW u `OMK p1q
on pXzpY XW qqpKq ˆMpKq.
(2) Fix local heights λY`W associated with Y `W . Then
λY`W “ λY ` λW `OMKp1q
on pXzpY YW qqpKq ˆMpKq.
(3) If Y Ă W as schemes, then
λY ď λW `OMKp1q
on pXzY qpKq ˆMpKq.
(4) Fix local heights λYYW associated with Y YW . Then
maxtλY , λW u ď λYYW `OMKp1q;
λYYW ď λY ` λW `OMKp1q
on pXzpY YW qqpKq ˆMpKq.
(5) If SuppY Ă SuppW , then there exists a constant C ą 0 such that
λY ď CλW `OMKp1q
on pXzY qpKq ˆMpKq.
(6) Let ϕ : X 1 ÝÑ X be a morphism where X 1 is a projective scheme over
K. Suppose ϕpAsspX 1qq X Y “ H. Then we can define λϕ´1pY q ,where
ϕ´1pY q is the scheme theoretic preimage, and
λY ˝ pϕˆ idq “ λϕ´1pY q `OMKp1q
on pX 1zϕ´1pY qqpKq ˆMpKq.
Proof. This follows form Proposition 4.21 and Construction 4.29.
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5 Arithmetic distance function
In this section we fix an infinite field K equipped with a proper set of absolute
values MK . We fix an algebraic closure K of K and let
M “MpKq “
#
| |v
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ | |v is an absolute value on K such thatthe restriction | |v|K on K is an element of MK
+
.
Definition 5.1 (Arithmetic distance function). LetX be a projective scheme
over K. Let ∆X Ă X ˆX be the diagonal. Suppose ∆X X AsspX ˆ Xq “
H. The local height function λ∆X associated with ∆X is called arithmetic
distance function on X and denoted by δX :
δX “ λ∆X : pX ˆXz∆XqpKq ˆMpKq ÝÑ R.
Note that this is determined up toMK-bounded function. We set δXpx, x, vq “
8 for x P XpKq and v PMpKq.
Remark 5.2. If X is reduced and all the irreducible components have dim ě
1, then ∆X X AsspX ˆXq “ H.
Proposition 5.3. Let K Ă F Ă K be an intermediate field such that rF :
Ks ă 8. Let X be a projective scheme over F . Suppose ∆X X AsspX ˆ
Xq “ H. Then we can take an arithmetic distance function δX
K
so that the
following holds. For any intermediate field F Ă L Ă K with rL : F s ă 8,
δX
K
induces the indicated map:
pX ˆXz∆XqpLq ˆMpKq   //
idˆp q|L

pX ˆXz∆XqpKq ˆMpKq
δX
K // R
pX ˆXz∆XqpLq ˆMpLq D
44
.
Namely, δX
K
“ λĄ∆X works for any presentation Ą∆X of ∆X .
Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.32.
Proposition 5.4 (Basic properties of arithmetic distance function). Let X
be a projective scheme over K and suppose ∆X X pX ˆ Xq “ H. Fix an
arithmetic distance function δX .
(1) (Symmetry) There exists an MK-constant γ such that
|δXpx, y, vq ´ δXpy, x, vq| ď γpvq
for all px, y, vq P pX ˆXz∆XqpKq ˆMpKq.
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(2) (Triangle inequality I) There exists an MK-constant γ such that
δXpx, z, vq ` γpvq ě mintδXpx, y, vq, δXpy, z, vqu
for all px, y, z, vq P XpKq3 ˆMpKq.
(3) (Triangle inequality II) Let Y Ă X be a closed subscheme such that
Y XAsspXq “ H. Fix a local height λY associated with Y . Then there
is an MK-constant γ such that
λY py, vq ` γpvq ě mintλY px, vq, δXpx, y, vqu
for all px, y, vq P XpKq2 ˆMpKq.
(4) Let y P XpKq. Suppose y P X, as a closed point, is not an associated
point of X. Fix a local height function λy associated with tyu. Then
there is an MK-constant γ such that
|δXpx, y, vq ´ λypx, vq| ď γpvq
for all px, vq P pXpKqztyuq ˆMpKq.
Proof. (1) Apply Theorem 4.33(6) to the automorphism
σ : X ˆX ÝÑ X ˆX ; px, yq ÞÑ py, xq.
Note that σ´1p∆Xq “ ∆X .
(2) Consider the following projections:
X ˆX ˆX
pr12
ww♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦
pr13

pr23
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
X ˆX X ˆX X ˆX.
Note that prij are flat and hence we have prijpAsspXˆXˆXqq Ă AsspXˆXq.
Then up to MK-bounded functions, we have
mintδXpx, y, vq, δXpy, z, vqu
“ mintλ∆X px, y, vq, λ∆Xpy, z, vqu
“ mintλpr´1
12
p∆Xq
px, y, z, vq, λpr´1
23
p∆Xq
px, y, z, vqu by Theorem 4.33 (6)
“ λpr´1
12
p∆XqXpr
´1
23
p∆X q
px, y, z, vq by Theorem 4.33 (1)
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ď λpr´1
13
p∆Xq
px, y, z, vq pr´112 p∆Xq X pr´123 p∆Xq Ă pr´113 p∆Xq
and Theorem 4.33(3)
“ λ∆X px, z, vq “ δXpx, z, vq.
(3) Consider the following diagram:
X ˆX
pr1

X Ą Y.
Since pr1 is flat, we have pr1pAsspX ˆ Xqq Ă AsspXq. Then up to MK-
bounded functions, we have
mintλY px, vq, δXpx, y, vqu
“ mintλpr´1
1
pY qpx, y, vq, λ∆Xpx, y, vqu
“ λpr´1
1
pY qX∆X
px, y, vq by Theorem 4.33 (1)
ď λpr´1
2
pY qpx, y, vq pr
´1
1 pY q X∆X Ă pr´12 pY q
and Theorem 4.33(3)
“ λY py, vq.
(4) Consider the embedding
i : X ÝÑ X ˆX ; x ÞÑ px, yq.
Since y R AsspXq, ipAsspXqq X∆X “ H. Thus by Theorem 4.33 (6), up to
MK-bounded function, we have
δXpx, y, vq “ λ∆X px, y, vq “ λi´1p∆X qpx, vq “ λypx, vq.
6 Local heights on quasi-projective schemes
On quasi-projective schemes, a closed subscheme does not necessarily deter-
mine a local height function up to MK-bounded function. However, it is
still possible to attach a local height function up to local height function of
“boundary”.
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6.1 Good projectivization
In this subsection we work over a field k.
Definition 6.1. Let X be a quasi-projective scheme over k. A good projec-
tivization of X is a projective scheme X over k and an open immersion
i : X ÝÑ X
over k such that AsspXq Ă X .
Remark 6.2. Good projectivization is compatible with base change. That
is, let k Ă k1 be arbitrary field extension. Let X be a quasi-projective
scheme over k and X be a projective scheme over k. Let i : X ÝÑ X be a
morphism over k. Then i is a good projectivization if and only if the base
change ik1 : Xk1 ÝÑ Xk1 is a good projectivization. Indeed, the equivalence
of being open immersion follows from fpqc descent. Let p : Xk1 ÝÑ X be the
projection. Since p is flat, we have ppAsspXk1qq “ AsspXq. Thus AsspXq Ă X
if and only if AsspXk1q Ă p´1pXq “ Xk1.
Note that the condition AsspXq Ă X implies X is dense in X . Let
Y Ă X be a closed subscheme such that Y X AsspXq “ H. For any good
projectivization X Ă X and any closed subscheme rY Ă X such that rY XX “
Y , we have rY X AsspXq “ H.
For a given quasi-projective schemeX and an open immersion i : X ÝÑ X
into a projective scheme, there are two ways to modify X so that it becomes
a good projectivization.
Lemma 6.3. Let X be a quasi-projective scheme over k. Let i : X ÝÑ X be
an open immersion into a projective scheme X such that X is dense in X.
(1) There is a closed subscheme j : X0 Ă X such that
(a) j is the identity on the underlying topological spaces;
(b) j is isomorphic on X;
(c) AsspX0q Ă X.
In particular, X0 is a good projectivization of X.
(2) Let Z Ă X be a closed subscheme with support XzX. Let π : X1 ÝÑ X
be the blow-up of X along Z. Then
(a) π´1pXq is dense in X1 and isomorphic to X;
(b) π´1pZq Ă X1 is an effective Cartier divisor.
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In particular, X1 is a good projectivization of X.
Proof. (1) First take an open affine subset U “ SpecA Ă X . Let I be the
radical ideal such that X X U “ UzV pIq, where V pIq is the set of primes
containing I. Let
0 “ q1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X qr
be a minimal primary decomposition of 0. By changing labels, we may
assume I Ć ?qi for i “ 1, . . . , s and I Ă ?qj for j “ s ` 1, . . . , r. Then the
ideal
a “ q1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X qs
is independent of the choice of minimal primary decomposition by the 2nd
uniqueness theorem [1, Theorem 4.10]. Since X is dense in X ,
?
qj, j “
s ` 1, . . . , r are not minimal primes. Thus a is a nilpotent ideal. Set U0 “
SpecA{a. By the uniqueness of a, this construction glue together and define
desired X0.
(2) This follows from basic properties of blow-ups.
Lemma 6.4. Let X,X 1 be quasi-projective schemes over k. Let
i : X ÝÑ X, j : X 1 ÝÑ X 1
be good projectivizations. Then the product
iˆ j : X ˆX 1 ÝÑ X ˆX 1
is also a good projectivization.
Proof. Since i, j are open immersions, so is iˆj. Since the projection pri, i “
1, 2 from X ˆX 1 to each factor is flat, we have
AsspX ˆX 1q Ă pr´11 pAsspXqq X pr´12 pAsspX 1qq
Ă pr´11 pXq X pr´12 pX 1q “ X ˆX 1.
6.2 Meromorphic functions and meromorphic sections
In this subsection, we briefly recall the definition of the sheaf of meromor-
phic functions and meromorphic sections of invertible sheaves on Noetherian
schemes (cf. [5, 7.1.1] for the sheaf of meromorphic functions).
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6.2.1 The sheaf of meromorphic functions
Definition 6.5. Let X be a Noetherian scheme.
(1) For any open subset U Ă X , define
RXpUq :“
"
a P OXpUq
ˇˇˇˇ
the germ ax P OX,x at any point
x P U is a non-zero divisor
*
.
This defines a sheaf RX on X .
(2) For any open subset U Ă X , define
K1XpUq :“ RXpUq´1OXpUq.
This defines a presheaf K1X of rings on X .
(3) The sheafification of K1X is denoted by KX and is called the sheaf of
meromorphic functions on X .
Proposition 6.6. Let X be a Noetherian scheme.
(1) We have OX Ă K1X Ă KX as presheaves on X.
(2) For any x P X, we have K1X,x » KX,x » FracOX,x as OX,x-algebras.
(3) Let U Ă X be an open subset such that AsspXq Ă U . Let i : U ÝÑ X
be the inclusion. Then we have
OX ÝÑ i˚OU is injective;
KX ÝÑ i˚KU is isomorphic.
In particular, we have KXpXq » KXpUq by the restriction.
(4) Let U Ă X be an open affine subset. Then we have
KXpUq “ FracOXpUq.
Proof. See [5, 7.1.1].
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6.2.2 Cartier divisors and meromorphic sections
Definition 6.7. Let X be a Noetherian scheme. A Cartier divisor on X is a
global section of the sheaf KˆX{OˆX . Note that a Cartier divisor is represented
by a set of pairs tpUi, fiqui where tUiui is an open cover of X , fi P KˆXpUiq,
and fi{fj P OˆXpUi X Ujq.
Let D be a Cartier divisor on a Noetherian scheme X . Take a represen-
tation tpUi, fiqui of D. Define
ID :“ the OX -submodule of KX generated by fi’s
and
OXpDq :“ HomOX pID,OXq.
Note that ID and OXpDq are invertible OX-modules. Note that OXpDq can
be embedded into KX canonically by
OXpDq|Ui ÝÑ KX |Ui, ϕ ÞÑ
ϕpfiq
fi
.
Now, let U Ă X be the largest open subset of X such that IX |U Ă OU .
Define
sD P H0pU,OXpDqq “ HomOU pID|U ,OUq
to be the inclusion ID|U ÝÑ OU . Note that
• AsspXq Ă U ;
• sD is a regular section of OXpDq on U .
On the other hand, let L be an invertible OX-module on X and U Ă X
be an open subset such that AsspXq Ă U . Let s P H0pU,Lq be a regular
section. Then we can construct a Cartier divisor in the following way. Take
an open cover tUiui of X such that
ϕi : L|Ui „ÝÑ OUi .
Let fi P KˆXpUiq be the image of s|UXUi by
H0pU X Ui,Lq „ÝÑ H0pU X Ui,OXq Ă KXpU X Uiq “ KXpUiq.
Note that since s is a regular section, fi is a unit element. The isomorphism
ϕj ˝ ϕ´1i : OUij ÝÑ OUij , where Uij “ Ui X Uj , is a multiplication by a unit
uij P OˆUij pUijq. Thus we get fj{fi “ uij as elements in KXpUijq. Thus
tpUi, fiqui defines a Cartier divisor D on X . By the constructions, we have
L » OXpDq;
H0pU,Lq » H0pU,OXpDqq, sÐÑ sD|U .
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6.3 Boundary functions
In this subsection we fix an infinite field K equipped with a proper set of
absolute values MK . We fix an algebraic closure K of K.
Definition 6.8. Let X be a quasi-projective scheme over K or K. Let λ1,
λ2, and λ3 be maps from XpKq ˆMpKq to R.
(1) We write
λ1 ! λ2
if there is a positive real number C ą 0 such that
λ1px, vq ď Cλ2px, vq
for all px, vq P XpKq ˆMpKq.
(2) We write
λ1 "! λ2
if λ1 ! λ2 and λ2 ! λ1.
(3) We write
λ1 “ λ2 `Opλ3q
if
|λ1 ´ λ2| ! λ3.
Remark 6.9. We say λ1 ! λ2 up to MK-bounded function or write λ1 !
λ2 ` OMKp1q if there is a positive constant C ą 0 and an MK-constant γ
such that
λ1px, vq ď Cpλ2px, vq ` γpvqq
for all px, vq P XpKq ˆMpKq. The same is applied to λ1 "! λ2.
Lemma 6.10. Let ϕ : X 1 ÝÑ X be a proper morphism between quasi-projective
schemes over K. Let
i : X ÝÑ X, j : X 1 ÝÑ X 1
be good projectivizations. Let Z Ă X and Z 1 Ă X 1 be closed subschemes such
that
SuppZ “ XzX, SuppZ 1 “ X 1zX 1.
Fix local height functions λZ and λZ 1. Then we have
λZ ˝ ppi ˝ ϕq ˆ idq "! λZ 1 ˝ pj ˆ idq
on X 1pKq ˆMpKq up to MK-bounded function.
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Proof. Let Γ Ă X 1 ˆX be the graph of ϕ, i.e. the scheme theoretic closure
of pj, i ˝ ϕq : X 1 ÝÑ X 1 ˆX . Let Γ0 Ă Γ be a closed subscheme which is a
good projectivization of X 1 constructed in Lemma 6.3 (1). Then we get the
following commutative diagram:
X 1
ϕ

j
//
k
##
X
1
Γ0
p1
oo
p2
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
X
i
// X
where pi are the morphisms induced by projections and k is the open immer-
sion. Since ϕ is proper, k is the base change of i along p2. Thus
p´12 pZq “ Γ0zX 1 “ p´11 pZ 1q
as sets, where the last equality follows from the definition of the graph. In
particular, Z X p2pAsspΓ0qq “ H and Z 1 X p1pAsspΓ0qq. Therefore, we get
λZ ˝ ppi ˝ ϕq ˆ idq “ λZ ˝ ppp2 ˝ kq ˆ idq `OMKp1q
“ λp´1
2
pZq ˝ pk ˆ idq `OMK p1q
"! λp´1
1
pZ 1q ˝ pk ˆ idq `OMKp1q
“ λZ 1 ˝ pj ˆ idq `OMKp1q.
Corollary 6.11. Let X be a quasi-projective scheme over K. Let
i : X ÝÑ X1, j : X ÝÑ X2
be two good projectivizations. Let Z1 Ă X1 and Z2 Ă X2 be closed subschemes
such that
SuppZ1 “ X1zX, SuppZ2 “ X2zX.
Fix local height functions λZ1 and λZ2. Then we have
λZ1 ˝ piˆ idq "! λZ2 ˝ pj ˆ idq
on XpKq ˆMpKq up to MK-bounded function.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 6.10.
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Definition 6.12. Let X be a quasi-projective scheme over K. Let us take
a good projectivization X Ă X . Let Z Ă X be a closed subscheme with
SuppZ “ XzX . A function λ such that λ "! λZ up to MK-bounded
function for such Z is denoted by λBX and called a boundary function of X .
By Corollary 6.11, if λ and λ1 are two boundary functions of X , we have
λ "! λ1
up to MK-bounded function.
Let λ1 and λ2 be two maps from XpKqˆMpKq to RYt8u. The property
λ1 ď λ2 `OpλBXq `OMK p1q
is independent of the choice of λBX . (We use the convention that 8 is the
max element in R Y t8u, 8 ˘ a “ 8 for any a P R, 8 ` 8 “ 8, and
8´8 “ 0.) We write
λ1 “ λ2 `OpλBXq `OMK p1q
if λ1 ď λ2 ` OpλBXq ` OMK p1q and λ2 ď λ1 ` OpλBXq ` OMKp1q. In other
words,
|λ1px, vq ´ λ2px, vq| ď CλZpx, vq ` γpvq, px, vq P XpKq ˆMpKq
for some C ą 0 and some MK-constant γ.
If λ1 “ λ2`OpλBXq`OMK p1q, we say λ1 and λ2 are equal up to boundary
function.
Remark 6.13. Since any λBX takes finite values on XpKq ˆMpKq, λ1 ď
λ2 `OpλBXq `OMKp1q and λ1px, vq “ 8 imply λ2px, vq “ 8.
Remark 6.14. By Lemma 6.10, boundary functions are compatible with
proper morphisms. That is, let ϕ : X 1 ÝÑ X be a proper morphism between
quasi-projective schemes over K. Then for any boundary functions λBX and
λBX1 on X , X
1 respectively, we have
λBX ˝ pϕˆ idq "! λBX1
on X 1pKq ˆMpKq up to MK-bounded function.
Remark 6.15. On a projective scheme, a boundary function is nothing but
an MK-bounded function.
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Lemma 6.16. Let X,X 1 be quasi-projective schemes over K. Then for any
boundary functions λBX and λBX1 on X and X
1, we have
λBpXˆX1q "! λBX ˝ ppr1ˆ idq ` λBX1 ˝ ppr2ˆ idq
up to MK-bounded function. Here pri is the projection from X ˆX 1 to each
factor.
Proof. Let
i : X ÝÑ X, j : X 1 ÝÑ X 1
be good projectivizations. Then the product
iˆ j : X ˆX 1 ÝÑ X ˆX 1
is a good projectivization by Lemma 6.4. Let Z “ pXzXqred and Z 1 “
pX 1zX 1qred. Then pX ˆX 1qzpX ˆX 1q “ pr´11 pZq Y pr´12 pZ 1q as sets. Thus
λ
ppXˆX
1
qzpXˆX1qqred
"! λZ ˝ ppr1ˆ idq ` λZ 1 ˝ ppr2ˆ idq
up to MK-bounded function.
6.4 Local height functions on quasi-projective schemes
In this subsection we fix an infinite field K equipped with a proper set of
absolute values MK . We fix an algebraic closure K of K.
We will attach local height functions to closed subschemes of quasi-
projective schemes up to boundary functions. On a projective scheme, local
heights associated with presentations of a closed subscheme are the same up
to MK-bounded function. On a quasi-projective scheme, it is generalized
to the following theorem, namely the same statement is true if we replace
MK-bounded function with boundary function.
Theorem 6.17. Let K Ă F Ă L Ă K be intermediate fields such that
rL : Ks ă 8. Let X be a quasi-projective scheme over F . Let Y Ă XL
be a closed subscheme such that Y X AsspXLq “ H. Let Y and Y 1 be two
presentations of Y . Then λY and λY 1 are equal up to boundary function, i.e.
λY “ λY 1 `OpλBX
K
q `OMKp1q
on XpKq ˆMpKq.
Corollary 6.18. Let ϕ : X 1 ÝÑ X be a morphism between quasi-projective
schemes over K. Then
λBX ˝ pϕˆ idq “ OpλBX1q `OMKp1q.
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Proof. Let K Ă F Ă K be an intermediate field such that rF : Ks ă 8
and X,X 1, and ϕ are defined over F . Let us denote models over F by
XF , X
1
F , and ϕF . (Note that we take F large enough so that XF and X
1
F are
quasi-projective.) Take a good projectivization i : XF ÝÑ X over F . Let
Z “ XzXF with reduced structure. Take a presentation Z of Z. Then i˚Z
is a presentation of the empty subscheme H Ă XF . It is enough to show the
statement for λBX “ λZ . By the functoriality, we have
λZ ˝ pϕˆ idq “ λϕ˚Z .
Note that ϕ˚Z is a presentation of H Ă X 1F . By Theorem 6.17, we get
λϕ˚Z “ OpλBX1q.
Definition 6.19 (Local heights on quasi-projective schemes). Let X be a
quasi-projective scheme over K. Let Y Ă X be a closed subscheme such
that Y X AsspXq “ H. Let K Ă F Ă K be an intermediate field such that
rF : Ks ă 8 and there exist a quasi-projective scheme XF over F and a
closed subscheme YF Ă XF such that
pXF qK „ // X
pYF qK „ //
?
OO
Y
?
OO
commutes.
Let Y be a presentation of YF . Any map XpKq ˆMpKq ÝÑ R Y t8u
which is equal to λY up to boundary function is called a height function
associated with Y and denoted by λY . This function λY is determined up to
boundary function and the definition is independent of the choice of F,XF ,
and the presentation Y .
To prove Theorem 6.17, we start with the following lemma, by which we
can actually give an alternative definition of local height on quasi-projective
schemes.
Lemma 6.20. Let X be a quasi-projective scheme over K. Let Y Ă X be a
closed subscheme such that Y X AsspXq “ H. Let
i : X ÝÑ X1, j : X ÝÑ X2
be two good projectivizations. Let rY1 Ă X1 and rY2 Ă X2 be closed subschemes
such that rY1 XX “ Y, rY2 XX “ Y.
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Fix local heights λrY1 and λrY2. Then we have
λrY1 ˝ piˆ idq “ λrY2 ˝ pj ˆ idq `OpλBXq `OMKp1q
on XpKq ˆMpKq.
Proof. Let Γ Ă X1 ˆX2 be the scheme theoretic closure of pi, j ˝ ϕq : X ÝÑ
X1ˆX2. Let Γ0 Ă Γ be a closed subscheme which is a good projectivization
of X constructed in Lemma 6.3 (1). Then we get the following commutative
diagram:
X
j ❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
i //
k
$$
X1 Γ0
p1
oo
p2
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
X2
where pi are the morphisms induced by projections and k is the open immer-
sion. Then we have
p´11 prY1q XX “ Y “ p´12 prY2q XX
as closed subschemes.
Claim 6.21. Let V be an algebraic scheme, U Ă V an open subset, and Z “
V zU equipped with the reduced structure. Let W1,W2 be closed subschemes
of V such that W1 X U “ W2 X U as closed subschemes. Then there is a
non-negative integer n such that
W1 Ă W2 ` nZ.
Proof. Let IW1 , IW2, and IZ be the ideal sheaf of W1,W2, and Z. Let
F “ ImpIW2 ÝÑ OV ÝÑ OV {IW1q.
Then the support of this coherent sheaf F is contained in Z. Thus there is
n ě 0 such that InZF “ 0. This implies the map
InZIW2 ÝÑ OV ÝÑ OV {IW1
is zero. This is what we wanted. 
Let Z “ Γ0zX with reduced structure. By the claim, there is n ě 0 such
that
p´11 prY1q Ă p´12 prY2q ` nZ.
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Note that for l “ 1, 2 we have
rYl X AsspX lq “ rYl X AsspXq “ HrYl X plpAsspΓ0qq “ rYl X plpAsspXqq “ H
and therefore λrYl and λp´1l prYlq are well-defined.
Then we get
λrY1 ˝ piˆ idq “ λrY1 ˝ pp1 ˆ idq ˝ pk ˆ idq
“ λp´1
1
prY1q ˝ pk ˆ idq `OMKp1q
ď λp´1
2
prY2q ˝ pk ˆ idq ` nλZ ˝ pk ˆ idq `OMKp1q
“ λrY2 ˝ pj ˆ idq ` nλZ ˝ pk ˆ idq `OMKp1q
We can get the opposite inequality by switching the role of rY1 and rY2 and
we are done.
Now we prove Theorem 6.17.
Proof of Theorem 6.17.
Claim 6.22. Let X be a quasi-projective scheme over F and D be an effective
Cartier divisor on X. Let D be a presentation of D. Then there exists
• a good projectivization X Ă X such that XzX is the support of an
effective Cartier divisor on X;
• an effective Cartier divisor rD on X such that rD|X “ D;
• a presentation rD of rD and a presentation E of an effective Cartier
divisor whose support is XzX,
such that rD|X “ D ` E |X .
Proof. Let
D “ psD;L, s0, . . . , sn;M, t0, . . . , tm;ψq.
Since si’s and tj ’s are generating sections, they define a morphism from X
to projective spaces Pn and Pm:
ΨL : X ÝÑ Pn “ ProjF rx0, . . . , xns “: P1
ΨM : X ÝÑ Pm “ ProjF ry0, . . . , yms “: P2.
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Let take an immersion
α : X ÝÑ PN “: P3
into some projective space PN . Let X
1 Ă P1ˆP2ˆP3 be the scheme theoretic
closure of the immersion pΨL,ΨM , αq : X ÝÑ P1 ˆ P2 ˆ P3. Let X be the
blow up of X
1
along pX 1zXqred. We get the following diagram:
X
pΨL,ΨM ,αq
//
i

❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
P1 ˆ P2 ˆ P3
X // X
1
88rrrrrrrrrrr
where i is the open immersion and it is a good projectivization by Lemma 6.3.
We identify X with its images via this diagram. Let E Ă X be the excep-
tional divisor of the blow up X ÝÑ X 1. Note that E “ XzX as sets.
Let
pi : X ÝÑ P1 ˆ P2 ˆ P3 ÝÑ Pi
be the morphism induced by the projections. Let
rL “ p˚1OP1p1q, rs0 “ p˚1x0, . . . , rsn “ p˚1xnĂM “ p˚2OP2p1q, rt0 “ p˚2y0, . . . ,Ătm “ p˚2ym.
By construction, we have
rL|X “ L, rsi|X “ siĂM|X “M, rtj |X “ tj.
Since AsspXq “ AsspXq, rsi and rtj are regular sections.
By the isomorphism
rLb ĂM´1|X „ // LbM´1 „
ψ
// OXpDq
the regular section sD P H0pX,OXpDqq can be regraded as a regular section
sD P H0pX, rLb ĂM´1q.
Since AsspXq Ă X , this is a meromorphic section. Thus by section 6.2.2,
this defines a Cartier divisor D1 on X and by construction
D1|X “ D.
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Recall that XzX is the support of the exceptional divisor E. Thus there is
a non-negative integer d ě 0 such that
rD :“ D1 ` dE
is effective. Note that rD|X “ D and
OXp rDq » OXpD1q bOXpdEq » rLb ĂM´1 bOXpdEq.
We denote this isomorphism by χ (from right to left). Take a presentation
of dE:
E “ psdE ;L1; s10, . . . , s1n1;M1, t10, . . . , t1m1 ;ψ1q.
Then
rD :“ ps rD; rLb L1, trsi b s1i1; u; ĂMbM1, trtj b t1j1u;χ ˝ idbψ1q
is a presentation of rD. Then we get
rD|X “ D ` E |X
and we are done. 
Claim 6.23. Let X be a quasi-projective scheme over F and Y Ă X be a
closed subscheme such that Y X AsspXq “ H. Let
Y “ pY ;D1, . . . ,Drq
be a presentation of Y . Then there exist
(1) a good projectivization i : X ÝÑ X;
(2) a closed subscheme rY Ă X such that rY XX “ Y (in particular, rY X
AsspXq “ H);
(3) a presentation rY of rY ;
(4) presentations E1, . . . , Er of effective Cartier divisors on X whose sup-
ports are contained in XzX,
such that rY |X “ pY ;D1 ` E1|X , . . . ,Dr ` Er|Xq.
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Proof. Let Di be the divisors presented by Di. By the definition of presen-
tation, Y “ D1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ XDr.
For each Di, apply Claim 6.22 and get:
• a good projectivization ji : X ÝÑ X i;
• an effective Cartier divisor rDi Ă X i and its presentation ĂDi;
• a presentation Ei of an effective Cartier divisor Ei Ă X i such that
SuppEi “ X izX ,
satisfying
j˚i
rDi “ Di
j˚i
ĂDi “ Di ` j˚i Ei.
Let X
1
be the scheme theoretic image of the morphism pjiqri“1 : X ÝÑśr
i“1X i. Let X Ă X
1
be the closed subscheme which is a good projectiviza-
tion of X constructed in Lemma 6.3 (1). We get the following diagram:
X
i

✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
pjiqri“1 //
śr
i“1Xi
pri // Xi
X
1
66♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
X
99rrrrrr
α
>>
pi
==
where α is the induced closed immersion, pri is the i-th projection, pi “
pri ˝α, and i is the good projectivization. Note that pipAsspXqq “ pipAsspXqq “
jipAsspXqq “ AsspX iq. Therefore we can pull-back presentations on X i by
pi.
Let rY “ p˚1 rD1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X p˚r rDr.
Then rY X AsspXq “ H and rY XX “ Y . Let
rY “ prY ; p˚1ĂD1, . . . , p˚rĂDrq.
This is a presentation of rY and
rY|X “ pY ;D1 ` p˚1E1|X , . . . ,Dr ` p˚rEr|Xq.
Note that p˚i Ei is a presentation of p
˚
iEi and Supp p
˚
iEi Ă XzX . 
Now let X be a quasi-projective scheme over F and Y Ă XL be a closed
subscheme such that Y X AsspXLq “ H. Let Y “ pY ;D1, . . . ,Drq be a
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presentation of Y . Take i : XL Ñ X, rY , rY, and Ei as in Claim 6.23 (apply on
XL and set F “ L). Then on XpKq ˆMpKq, we have
λY “ mintλD1 , . . . , λDru
and
λ rY ˝ piˆ idq “ mintλD1 ` λE1 ˝ piˆ idq, . . . , λDr ` λEr ˝ piˆ idqu.
Thus
λ rY ˝ piˆ idq ď λY `maxtλE1 ˝ piˆ idq, . . . , λEr ˝ piˆ idqu
λ rY ˝ piˆ idq ě λY `mintλE1 ˝ piˆ idq, . . . , λEr ˝ piˆ idqu.
Since Ei are presentations of divisors supported in XzXL, we have
maxtλE1 ˝ piˆ idq, . . . , λEr ˝ piˆ idqu “ OpλBXq `OMKp1q
mintλE1 ˝ piˆ idq, . . . , λEr ˝ piˆ idqu “ OpλBXq `OMKp1q.
This implies
λY “ λ rY ˝ piˆ idq `OpλBXq `OMKp1q.
Note that λ rY is a local height on a projective scheme X . Hence the
statement follows from Lemma 6.20.
Theorem 6.24 (Basic properties of local heights on quasi-projective schemes).
Let X be a quasi-projective scheme over K. Let Y,W Ă X be closed sub-
schemes such that Y X AsspXq “ W X AsspXq “ H. Fix local heights λY
and λW associated with Y and W .
(1) Fix local heights λYXW associated with Y XW . Then
λYXW “ mintλY , λW u `OpλBXq `OMKp1q
on XpKq ˆMpKq.
(2) Fix local heights λY`W associated with Y `W . Then
λY`W “ λY ` λW `OpλBXq `OMKp1q
on XpKq ˆMpKq.
(3) If Y Ă W as schemes, then
λY ď λW `OpλBXq `OMKp1q
on XpKq ˆMpKq.
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(4) Fix local heights λYYW associated with Y YW . Then
maxtλY , λW u ď λYYW `OpλBXq `OMKp1q;
λYYW ď λY ` λW `OpλBXq `OMKp1q
on XpKq ˆMpKq.
(5) If SuppY Ă SuppW , then there exists a constant C ą 0 such that
λY ď CλW `OpλBXq `OMKp1q
on XpKq ˆMpKq.
(6) Let ϕ : X 1 ÝÑ X be a morphism where X 1 is a quasi-projective scheme
over K. Suppose ϕpAsspX 1qq X Y “ H. Then we can define λϕ´1pY q
,where ϕ´1pY q is the scheme theoretic preimage, and
λY ˝ pϕˆ idq “ λϕ´1pY q `OpλBX1q `OMK p1q
on X 1pKq ˆMpKq.
(7) Let ϕ : X 1 ÝÑ X be a proper morphism where X 1 is a quasi-projective
scheme over K. Then for any boundary functions λBX and λBX1 , we
have
λBX ˝ pϕˆ idq "! λBX1
on X 1pKq ˆMpKq up to MK-bounded function.
Proof. Follows from the definition of local height associated with presenta-
tions and Proposition 4.21, Corollary 6.18, Theorem 6.17, and Remark 6.14.
6.5 Arithmetic distance function on quasi-projective
schemes
In this subsection we fix an infinite field K equipped with a proper set of
absolute values MK . We fix an algebraic closure K of K.
Definition 6.25. Let X a quasi-projective scheme over K. Suppose ∆X X
AsspXˆXq “ H. Then a local height function associated with ∆X is denoted
by δX and called an arithmetic distance function on X :
δXpx, y, vq “ λ∆X px, y, vq
for px, y, vq P pX ˆ XqpKq ˆ MpKq. Note that this is determined up to
boundary function on X ˆX .
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Proposition 6.26 (Basic properties of arithmetic distance function on quasi-pro-
jective schemes). Let X be a quasi-projective scheme over K and suppose
∆X X pX ˆXq “ H. Fix an arithmetic distance function δX .
(1) (Symmetry) We have
δXpx, y, vq “ δXpy, x, vq `OpλBpXˆXqpx, y, vqq `OMKp1q
for all px, y, vq P pX ˆXqpKq ˆMpKq.
(2) (Triangle inequality I) We have
mintδXpx, y, vq, δXpy, z, vqu ď δXpx, z, vq `OpλBpXˆXˆXqpx, y, z, vqq `OMKp1q
for all px, y, z, vq P XpKq3 ˆMpKq.
(3) (Triangle inequality II) Let Y Ă X be a closed subscheme such that
Y X AsspXq “ H. Fix a local height λY associated with Y . Then we
have
mintλY px, vq, δXpx, y, vqu ď λY py, vq `OpλBpXˆXqpx, y, vqq `OMKp1q
for all px, y, vq P XpKq2 ˆMpKq.
(4) Let y P XpKq. Suppose y P X, as a closed point, is not an associated
point of X. Fix a local height function λy associated with tyu. Then
δXpx, y, vq “ λypx, vq `OpλBXpx, vqq `OMK p1q
for all px, vq P pXpKqztyuq ˆMpKq.
Proof. (1) Apply Theorem 6.24(6) to the automorphism
σ : X ˆX ÝÑ X ˆX ; px, yq ÞÑ py, xq.
Note that σ´1p∆Xq “ ∆X .
(2) Consider the following projections:
X ˆX ˆX
pr12
ww♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦
pr13

pr23
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
X ˆX X ˆX X ˆX.
Note that prij are flat and hence we have prijpAsspXˆXˆXqq Ă AsspXˆXq.
Then up to MK-bounded functions, we have
mintδXpx, y, vq, δXpy, z, vqu
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“ mintλ∆X px, y, vq `OpλBpXˆXqpx, y, vqq, λ∆Xpy, z, vq `OpλBpXˆXqpy, z, vqqu
“ mintλpr´1
12
p∆Xq
px, y, z, vq, λpr´1
23
p∆X q
px, y, z, vqu `OpλBpXˆXˆXqpx, y, z, vqq
by Theorem 6.24 (6)
“ λpr´1
12
p∆XqXpr
´1
23
p∆Xq
px, y, z, vq `OpλBpXˆXˆXqpx, y, z, vqq
by Theorem 6.24 (1)
ď λpr´1
13
p∆Xq
px, y, z, vq `OpλBpXˆXˆXqpx, y, z, vqq
pr´112 p∆Xq X pr´123 p∆Xq Ă pr´113 p∆Xq
and Theorem 6.24(3)
“ λ∆Xpx, z, vq `OpλBpXˆXˆXqpx, y, z, vqq
“ δXpx, z, vq `OpλBpXˆXˆXqpx, y, z, vqq.
(3) Consider the following diagram:
X ˆX
pr1

X Ą Y.
Since pr1 is flat, we have pr1pAsspX ˆ Xqq Ă AsspXq. Then up to MK-
bounded functions, we have
mintλY px, vq, δXpx, y, vqu
“ mintλpr´1
1
pY qpx, y, vq, λ∆Xpx, y, vqu `OpλBpXˆXqpx, y, vqq
“ λpr´1
1
pY qX∆X
px, y, vq `OpλBpXˆXqpx, y, vqq by Theorem 6.24 (1)
ď λpr´1
2
pY qpx, y, vq `OpλBpXˆXqpx, y, vqq pr
´1
1 pY q X∆X Ă pr´12 pY q
and Theorem 6.24(3)
“ λY py, vq `OpλBpXˆXqpx, y, vqq.
(4) Consider the embedding
i : X ÝÑ X ˆX ; x ÞÑ px, yq.
Since y R AsspXq, ipAsspXqq X∆X “ H. Thus by Theorem 6.24 (6), up to
MK-bounded functions, we have
δXpx, y, vq “ λ∆X px, y, vq `OpλBpXˆXqpx, y, vqq
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“ λi´1p∆Xqpx, vq `OpλBpXˆXqpx, y, vqq
“ λypx, vq `OpλBpXˆXqpx, y, vqq.
Here λBpXˆXqpx, y, vq “ λBpXˆXq ˝ pi ˆ idqpx, vq “ OpλBXpx, vqq and we are
done.
7 Global heights
In this section we fix an infinite field K equipped with a proper set of ab-
solute values MK . We fix an algebraic closure K of K. Recall that for an
intermediate field K Ă L Ă K,MpLq is the set of absolute values on L which
extend elements of MK .
Construction 7.1 (Global height function associated with a presentation).
Let K Ă L Ă K be an intermediate field such that rL : Ks ă 8. Let X
be a projective scheme over L and Y Ă X be a closed subscheme such that
Y X AsspXq “ H. Let Y be a presentation of Y :
Y “ pYL;D1, . . . ,Drq where
Di “ psDi ;Lpiq, spiq0 , . . . , spiqni ;Mpiq, tpiq0 , . . . , tpiqmiq.
For any intermediate field L Ă L1 Ă K, define
λY ,L1 : pXzY qpL1q ˆMpL1q ÝÑ R
by
λY ,L1px, vq “ mintλD1,L1px, vq, . . . , λDr,L1px, vqu
where
λDi,L1px, vq “ log max
0ďkďni
min
0ďlďmi
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ spiqksDitpiql pxq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
v
+
for px, vq P pXzY qpL1q ˆMpL1q. Note that this map is the induced map in
Proposition 4.32.
Now define
hY : pXzY qpKq ÝÑ R
as follows. For a point x P pXzY qpKq, take an intermediate field L Ă L1 Ă K
such that rL1 : Ls ă 8 and x P pXzY qpL1q. Then
hYpxq “ 1rL1 : Ks
ÿ
vPMpL1q
rL1v : Kv|K sλY ,L1px, vq.
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Claim 7.2. This map is well-defined, that is, hYpxq is independent of the
choice of L1.
Proof. Let L1 and L2 be two intermediate fields which are finite over L and
such that x P pXzY qpL1q and x P pXzY qpL2q. We prove hYpxq’s defined by
L1 and L2 are the same. By replacing L2 with the composite field L1 ¨L2, we
may assume L1 Ă L2. Then we calculate
1
rL2 : Ks
ÿ
wPMpL2q
rL2w : Kw|K sλY ,L2px, wq
“ 1rL2 : Ks
ÿ
vPMpL1q
ÿ
w P MpL2q
w|
L1
“ v
rL2w : L1vsrL1v : Kv|K sλY ,L2px, wq
“ 1rL2 : Ks
ÿ
vPMpL1q
ÿ
w P MpL2q
w|
L1
“ v
rL2w : L1vsrL1v : Kv|K sλY ,L1px, vq
since x P pXzY qpL1q
“ rL
2 : L1s
rL2 : Ks
ÿ
vPMpL1q
rL1v : Kv|K sλY ,L1px, vq by well-behavedness
“ 1rL1 : Ks
ÿ
vPMpL1q
rL1v : Kv|K sλY ,L1px, vq
and we are done.
Construction 7.3 (Global height function associated with a closed sub-
scheme). Let X be a projective scheme over K. Let Y Ă X be a closed sub-
scheme such that Y X AsspXq “ H. Take an intermediate field K Ă L Ă K
such that
• rL : Ks ă 8;
• there is a projective scheme XL and a closed subscheme YL Ă XL such
that pXLqK » X as K-schemes and pYLqK » Y via this isomorphism:
pXLqK „ // X
pYLqK
?
OO
„ // Y
?
OO
We identify pXLqK with X by this fixed isomorphism. Note that YL X
AsspXLq “ H. Take a presentation Y of YL. The class of hY in the set
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of maps from pXzY qpKq to R modulo bounded functions is called the global
height function associated with Y . Each element of the equivalence class is
called a global height function associated with Y .
Claim 7.4. This is well-defined, that is, if L1 and Y 1 are another such
choices, then hY ´ hY 1 is a bounded function.
Proof. Let L2 be a sufficiently large finite extension of the composite field
L ¨ L1 such that the fixed isomorphism pXLqK » X » pXL1qK is defined over
L2. Then YL2 and Y
1
L2 are presentations of pYLqL2 » pYL1qL2 (the isomorphism
via the fixed isomorphism pXLqL2 » pXL1qL2). Also, we have hYL2 “ hY and
hY 1
L2
“ hY 1. Thus we may assume L “ L1 and Y and Y 1 are two presentations
of YL Ă XL.
By Proposition 4.25, there is an MK-constant γ such that
|λYpx, vq ´ λY 1px, vq| ď γpvq
for px, vq P pXzY qpKq ˆMpKq.
Take any x P pXzY qpKqˆMpKq. Take any intermediate field L Ă L1 Ă K
such that rL1 : Ls ă 8 and x P pXLzYLqpL1q. Then
hYpxq ´ hY 1pxq
“ 1rL1 : Ks
ÿ
vPMpL1q
rL1v : Kv|K s
´
λY ,L1px, vq ´ λY 1,L1px, vq
¯
.
For w P MpKq, set v “ w|L1 and v0 “ w|Kp“ v|Kq. Then by the definitions
of local heights, we have
λY ,L1px, vq “ λYpx, wq;
λY 1,L1px, vq “ λY 1px, wq
and therefore
|λY ,L1px, vq ´ λY 1,L1px, vq| ď γpv0q.
Thus
|hYpxq ´ hY 1pxq| ď 1rL1 : Ks
ÿ
vPMpL1q
rL1v : Kv|K sγpv|Kq
“ 1rL1 : Ks
ÿ
v0PMK
γpv0q
ÿ
v P MpL1q
v|K “ v0
rL1v : Kv0s
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“
ÿ
v0PMK
γpv0q
and we are done.
Definition 7.5. Notation as in Construction 7.3. The equivalence class of
hY modulo bounded functions is denoted by hY and called the global height
function associated with Y . Each representative function is usually denoted
by hY too and called a global height function associated with Y .
Proposition 7.6 (Basic properties of global height functions). Let X be a
projective scheme over K. Let Y, Z Ă X be closed subschemes such that
Y X AsspXq “ Z X AsspXq “ H. Then the following hold.
(1) hYXZ ď minthY , hZu `Op1q on pXzY X ZqpKq.
(2) hY`Z “ hY ` hZ `Op1q on pXzpY Y ZqqpKq.
(3) If Y Ă Z, then hY ď hZ `Op1q on pXzY qpKq.
(4) maxthY , hZu ď hYYZ `Op1q ď hY ` hZ `Op1q on pXzpY Y ZqqpKq.
(5) If SuppY Ă SuppZ, then there is a positive constant c ą 0 such that
hY ď chZ `Op1q
on pXzY qpKq.
(6) Let X 1 be a projective scheme over K and ϕ : X 1 ÝÑ X be a morphism
over K. Suppose ϕpAsspX 1qq X Y “ H. Then
hY ˝ ϕ “ hϕ´1pY q `Op1q
on pX 1zϕ´1pY qqpKq.
Proof. These follow from the definition of global height, Proposition 4.21,
and Theorem 4.33.
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